
WORKER’S 

COMPENSATION

RECOVERY  

EXPERTS

Park Dansan is a proven leader in Worker’s Compensa-

tion claims recovery.  Armed with a wealth of experience 

and expertise, our team of recovery experts held prior key 

positions in the insurance industry.  Their skills, coupled with 

Park Dansan’s resources and comprehensive training, pro-

vide clients with the most advanced recovery strategies and 

processes in existence today.

About Us

Accurately following and recovering a Worker’s Com-

pensation claim is labor-intensive and requires consistent  

internal staff resources.  And, when compared to other 

lines of reimbursement, Worker’s Compensation is relatively  

minor.  Consistent recovery of these claims, however, can 

significantly enhance your organization’s bottom line.  In 

these economic times, it makes good business sense to  

focus internal staff toward more profitable reimbursement 

streams and let Park Dansan maximize your Worker’s Com-

pensation claims recovery.

The Hassle and the Reward

Park Dansan is keenly focused on Worker’s Compensation 

recovery. We take the burden of Worker’s Compensation 

recovery off of the internal staff, leaving them to be directed 

toward more profitable reimbursement streams.

  • No Up-Front Fees

  • Advanced Technology

  • Enhanced Communication

Why Park Dansan?

Park Dansan goes the extra mile to ethically maximize 

your Worker’s Compensation recovery.  We provide  

individual attention to each claim placed, and provide docu-

mentation of all recovery efforts.  The end result is a low-

cost and very profitable addition to your Patient Financial 

Services Department!

The Difference

Park Dansan’s proven strategies enable a 
payment rate of over 96% of placed claims!



Although the recovery process we use is complex, our  

interaction with your organization is not. Simply stated, we 

work every claim to resolution.

Our Process

Park Dansan’s services and results are technically superior 

and significantly more client-focused than other internal or 

external programs.  Because our success is based upon the 

success of your recoveries, we are motivated to recover your 

claims in the most rapid and effective manner possible.

If your existing internal or outsourced external efforts are 

not at their maximum potential, we would welcome the  

opportunity to discuss our partnership approach in  

maximizing your Worker’s Compensation recoveries and 

profitability.

It’s a Winning Decision

Efficient and Profitable Solution for Capturing Revenue.

1-800-766-1551
www.ParkDansan.com

Call today to 
maximize your prof

its !


